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DIFFRACTIVE PROCESSES IN D0 EXPERIMENT�Vladislav �imákFor D0 ExperimentFaulty of Nulear Sienes and Physial EngineeringCzeh Tehnial University, Prague(Reeived June 28, 2002)With the D0 detetor, we have investigated events produed in �pp ol-lisions with large rapidity gaps and with jet prodution. We present theresult of study at two enter-of-mass energies, 630 GeV and 1800 GeV. Thefrations of forward and entral jet events assoiated with suh rapiditygaps are measured and ompared to preditions from Monte Carlo modelswith various struture funtions of Pomeron. Hard di�rative events withprodution of intermediate vetor bosons W;Z have been investigated.PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd, 13.87.�aInelasti di�rative ollisions are responsible for 10�15% of the pp totalross setion. Di�rative events are haraterized by the absene of signif-iant hadroni partile ativity over a large region of rapidity or pseudora-pidity � = � ln tan( �2 ) where � is the angle of partiles or jets relative tothe beam. Those interations are desribed as Pomeron exhange proesses,where the Pomeron represents the virtual exhange of a partile with va-uum quantum numbers. Rapidity gaps signify small transverse momenta tbetween initial and �nal states of interating partiles [1℄. The kinemativariables are summarized in Fig. 1. The frational momentum loss of theproton �, is de�ned as � � 1psPiETie�i where the summation is over allobserved partiles. The mass of di�rative systemM = p�s is thus sensitiveto the primary energy.In this report we present measurements of the harateristis of di�ra-tive jet events, and of the fration of entral and forward jet events thatontain forward rapidity gaps at enter of mass energies ps = 630 and1800 GeV [2�4℄. The results are omplementary to results obtained in theexperiment CDF [5�7℄. We also present new result on di�rative produ-tion of intermediate bosons W and Z. In the D0 detetor [8℄, jets are� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(3451)
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Fig. 1. Kinematis of di�rative proesses in �pp ollisions.measured using the uranium/liquid-argon alorimeters with an eletromag-neti setion extending to j�j < 4:1 and overage for hadrons to j�j < 5:2(Fig. 2). Jets are reonstruted using a �xed-one algorithm with radiusR =p��2 +��2 = 0:7 where � is the azimuthal angle.For determination of rapidity gaps, we measure the number of tilesontaining a signal in the L0 forward sintillator arrays (nL0), and tow-ers (����� = 0:1� 0:1) above threshold in the alorimeters (nCAL). TheL0 arrays provide partial overage in the region 2:3 < j�j < 4:3. A portionof the two forward alorimeters (3:0 < j�j < 5:2) is used to measure thealorimeter multipliity, with a partile tagged by the deposition of morethan 150 (500)MeV of energy in an eletromagneti (hadroni) alorime-ter tower [9℄. The events are seleted with the standard riteria of the D0experiment [10℄.To study di�rative two jet prodution at ps = 630 and 1800 GeV, weuse two jets with transverse energy ET > 12 or 15 GeV and the dependeneof the gap fration on jet loation. The forward jet triggers required the twoleading jets to both have � > 1:6 (or � < �1:6), while the entral jet triggershad an o�ine requirement of j�j < 1:0. At eah ps, we also implementedthe single veto trigger (SV), a dijet trigger that required a rapidity gap on
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Fig. 2. D0 alorimeter and a sheme of L0 sintillator arrays. Lego plots of examplesof di�rative prodution of jets.one side (using the L0 detetor). The SV trigger was used to obtain largesamples of single di�rative andidate events. The number of events in eahof the �nal data samples and the integrated luminosities (L) are given inTable I. TABLE IData samples.Data Sample Jet j�j Jet ET(GeV) L (nb�1) Events1800GeV Forward > 1:6 > 12 62.9 508521800GeV Central < 1:0 > 15 4.55 16567630GeV Forward > 1:6 > 12 16.9 28421630GeV Central < 1:0 > 12 8.06 481231800GeV SV � > 15 5700 170393630GeV SV � > 12 529 64772We ompare the data to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations using the harddi�rative event generator POMPYT [11℄, whih is based on the non di�ra-tive PYTHIA program. In POMPYT, a Pomeron is emitted from the protonwith a ertain probability (�ux fator), and has a struture funtions s(x),where x is the frational momentum of the Pomeron arried by the hardparton.



3454 V. �imákIn this analysis we ompare our data with four struture funtions:(i) `hard gluon', a Pomeron onsisting of two gluons, s(x) / x(1� x);(ii) `�at gluon', s(x) / onstant;(iii) `soft gluon', s(x) / (1� x)5; and(iv) `quark', the two-quark analog of (i).In eah ase, the gap fration is de�ned as the ross setion for jet eventswith a rapidity gap based on POMPYT divided by the jet ross setion fromPYTHIA.Monte Carlo �ts of gap frations and ratios of gap frations for the twostudied energies are shown in Fig. 3. The hard gluons and �at gluon ratesare higher than experimental data. The energy rates of forward jets is lowerthen for entral jets. This seems to be more ompatible with ombinationof soft and hard gluon struture funtions.

Fig. 3. Results of jet produtions in �pp di�rative proesses.A hard gluoni Pomeron is apable of desribing previous measurementsin experiments Zeus,H1,CDF [12�14℄, whih require a signi�ant amountof soft gluon as well. A omparison of jet properties for di�rative andnon-di�rative ases is presented in Fig. 4. The di�rative jets have lessradiation, smaller width and are more balaned in azimuthal angle.
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Fig. 4. Properties of di�ratively produed jets (full lines) ompared with inlusivejets dashed lines).The multipliity distributions of events with hard double Pomeron ex-hange (with two rapidity gaps and entral jet produtions) at 1800 GeVare presented in Fig. 5. The distributions are ompared with the entral jetprodution with one rapidity gap and with inlusive jets. The distributionsat both energies ps = 630 and 1800GeVare similar. A lear peak at the lowmultipliities is observed, as expeted from Hard Double Pomeron exhange.Di�ratively produedW and Z bosons are important for understandingthe struture of the Pomeron. The prodution of intermediate bosons is dueto annihilation of quark�antiquark pairs and therefore a good probe of thequark ontent of the Pomeron. In Fig. 6. the � distribution and typiallego-plots for W -boson sample are also shown. The distributions of deayvariables of di�rative W -boson sample are similar to the inlusive W -bosondistributions (Fig. 7).We have seleted 12622 event of W sample with eletrons/positrons andwith ET > 25 GeV. There are 8724 events in the entral region j�j<1:1 and3898 in the forward regions j�j<1:1. The total number of Z bosons deayinginto eletrons and positrons ET > 25 GeV is 811. From those samples thedi�ratively produed intermediate bosons have been seleted [16℄. Theresults are summarized in Fig. 8.The perentage of di�ratively produed W and Z bosons are omparedwith Monte Carlo alulation for di�erent struture funtion. Jets withassoiated W are also investigated. The ratio of the di�rative W and Zbosons prodution is not signi�antly di�erent from 10, whih is the ratiofor the inlusive sample.
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Fig. 5. Double Pomeron exhange and multipliities distributions in alorimeter.

Fig. 6. Mehanisms and examples of W -boson prodution via pomeron exhange.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of kinemati quantities distributions for normal anddi�ratively produed W .

Fig. 8. Result of W and Z boson prodution in di�rative events and omparisonwith struture funtions of Pomeron.



3458 V. �imákFor Run II of the D0 experiment we have installed Roman pots to de-tet outgoing protons and anti-antiprotons after the interation, whih willenable us to trigger more e�etively on di�reative proesses (Fig. 9). Alsoshown is a projeted number of di�rative events, and ouple of representa-tive plots of results from 1 fm�1 of data.

Fig. 9. Layout of the D0 experiment for Run II, and a projetion of observed eventsand tests of Pomeron struture.We thank the sta�s at Fermilab and ollaborating institutions, and a-knowledge support from the Department of Energy and National SieneFoundation (USA), Commissariat à L'Energie Atomique and CNRS/InstitutNational de Physique Nuléaire et de Physique des Partiules (Frane), Min-istry for Siene and Tehnology and Ministry for Atomi Energy (Rus-sia), CAPES and CNPq (Brazil), Departments of Atomi Energy and Si-ene and Eduation (India), Colienias (Colombia), CONACyT (Mexio),Ministry of Eduation and KOSEF (Korea), CONICET and UBACyT (Ar-gentina), The Foundation for Fundamental Researh on Matter (The Nether-lands), PPARC (United Kingdom), Ministry of Eduation (Czeh Republi),A.P. Sloan Foundation, and the Researh Corporation.This material is basedin part upon work supported by the Texas Advaned Researh Program un-der Grant No. 003656-0024-2001. It also is partially supported by an REPgrant from the University of Texas, Arlington.
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